Abstract
The Strehler-Mildvan (1960) model suggests the justification of an exponential increase in the force of mortality ( μ , and describes some formal properties of the Gompertz mortality curve (Gompertz 1825) :
The conventional generalization is the Gompertz-Makeham model (Makeham 1860) , which adds a constant term to the right hand side of (1) in order to account for the 'background' mortality. In the current paper, as in the original publication, we will assume that this term is negligible, and we will discuss this assumption in Section 2. Equation (1) usually provides a satisfactory fit to human mortality data for the ages from maturity to the upper limit of around 90-100 years.
c
The goal of this note is to discuss the underlying assumptions of the StrehlerMildvan (SM) model and the SM correlation, which defines a negative correlation between parameters and b . For several decades, the SM correlation was believed to be a universal demographic law valid for both period and cohort mortality data (Yashin et al. 2001 ). However, some departures from this model have also been observed, and some possible causes for these deviations are considered here.
a
We also suggest a generalization of the SM model, based on replacing the Gompertz curve (1) by the corresponding 'logistic-type mortality curve', which accounts for the mortality plateau for human populations obtained via the gammaGompertz frailty model (Vaupel et al. 1979 ).
The SM model relies on the notion of vitality; i.e., an organism is characterized by its vitality function
≡ , which decreases with age t . An alternative, vitality-independent approach is suggested in Section 5. This approach is based on the concept of 'lifesaving', and applies the stochastic model, suggested in Finkelstein (2005) , that is used to explain the possible reasons for departures from the rectangularization pattern of the survival curve observed for human populations in the past half-century. Finally, we wish to mention that our intention in this short note is not to perform a comprehensive review of the relevant literature, but rather to refer to the sources that are necessary and important for our discussion.
Assumptions and basic relationships
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According to Strehler and Mildvan (1960) , an organism is subject to stresses of an internal or an external nature that lead to demands for energy. Let be the sequence of pairs of i.i.d. random variables (therefore, the notation will be ), characterizing the times at which stress events (demands for energy) occur, and the value of the demand for energy from an organism that is needed to recover from these stresses, respectively. Let be the rate of the corresponding counting process describing the arrival times of stress events. The following assumptions are made:
where, is the mean value of this demand. D n Why exponentially? No real justification is given in the original paper, except for the explanation that the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of molecules energies in an ideal gas follows the exponential law (as a very special case of the chi-squared distribution). If we want to arrive eventually at the Gompertz curve, then we can earn the desired value exponentially by adopting this assumption.
Numerous models have been suggested in the literature that are designed to derive the exponential curve (1) by exploiting exponential assumptions of a 'general nature', such as the Arrhenius law of chemical kinetics, which seems to us to be a reasonable starting point (Strehler 2000 , Golubev 2009 ). However, it has been repeatedly argued (e.g., in Tenenbein and Vanderhoof (1980) ) that putting an exponent at the base of the derivation of the Gompertz law is, at least, controversial (Golubev 2009 ). Starting from the other functional form of the baseline mortality rate (e.g., a constant, as in the reliability theory of aging of Gavrilov and Gavrilova (2001) ) should also be justified. As far as we know, the only approach that is free from assumptions of this kind is based on the well-known fact that the Gompertz law is the limiting distribution for the minimum of i.i.d. random variables when ∞ → n (Gnedenko 1943; Abernethy 1979 Abernethy , 1998 . The application of this result to organisms still needs additional justification, but our personal feeling is that the corresponding limiting procedure most likely lies in the origin of the exponentially increasing force of mortality. Indeed, the organism can, from the point of view of engineering reliability, be considered as a ∞ → n series system of a large number of basic (elementary) components (the basic component can have internal redundancy, including, for example, the possibility of imperfect repair). These components do not necessarily have exponentially distributed lifetimes and can be dependent via mutual resources and the environment. The latter formally violates the independence assumptions of the original limiting theory. However, certain generalizations based on biological and reliability theory concepts may be formulated in the future for the justification of the Gompertz law for .
n

Assumption 2
An organism is characterized by its vitality function
≡ , which decreases with age t. Yashin et al. (2002) , as in the original paper, called this function the maximum capacity of energy supply for an organism at age t. It can also obviously be interpreted as the stress resistance of an organism. Death occurs at age t , when, for the first time, Y . We discuss this assumption in conjunction with the last one.
The rate is a constant, and the force of mortality is defined as
Equation (3) is called a postulate in Strehler and Mildvan (1960) . However, it follows from the theory of point processes that (3) is true only when the underlying point process { is the homogeneous Poisson process, and therefore, that the interarrival times of events (stresses) are exponentially distributed. This is a rather stringent condition, which was not pointed out in the original and subsequent papers discussing the SM model. It should also be noted that, while (3) can be generalized to the case of the nonhomogeneous Poisson process with the age-dependent rate , the Poisson property of the underlying process is crucial for the product in the right-hand side of (3), as proved in Finkelstein (2008) .
The following observation should be also made: as the force of mortality is a population characteristic, the vitality should also be understood in this sense. However, it is obviously introduced by Assumption 1 as an individual (stochastic) characteristic. Therefore, we cannot simply substitute it with the expectation, as it is well known that
Thus, while there are a few important deficiencies in the original formulation of the model, it formally leads to properties of mortality rates that are important and justified in practice.
http://www.demographic-research.org 195 ) (t Now we are ready to equate (1) and (3), as our goal is to move from (3) to (1). As in the original paper, we will now show via elementary derivations that V is linearly declining with age. It should be noted that this 'shape' is in line with the current understanding of the decline in the essential biological markers and the corresponding data, at least for the human middle-age span (Golubev 2009 ). Thus,
and taking logarithms of both sides (
where, formally,
, and this quantity is usually called the individual rate of aging (in contrast with the population rate of aging ). Substituting (5) into (4) Comparing two equations for the mortality rate, we see the dependence between a and (negative correlation): the larger results in the smaller b . From (7), this dependence can be written as
which is known in the literature as the SM correlation. This correlation has been observed empirically in various human populations. It follows from (8) that
meaning that the logarithms of mortality rates for different populations (e.g., with different ) intersect at one point with coordinates . This has been experimentally observed and reported in the literature, although some criticisms and violations of this rule have also been discussed (see, e.g., Yashin et al. (2001) , Yashin et al. (2002) , and the next section).
At first sight, it seems intriguing that the SM correlation, which is derived using some general, partially unjustified assumptions, complies with the real mortality data. For several decades, the SM correlation was believed to be a kind of universal demographic law valid for both period and cohort mortality data (Yashin et al. 2001 ). However, it was argued that the SM correlation is partly an artifact of neglecting the constant term in the Gompertz-Makeham model; i.e., of using the pure Gompertz law to treat mortality data derived from populations that actually conform to the GompetzMakeham law (when a constant is added to the right-hand side of (1)). For modern populations of developed countries, is usually relatively small and can be neglected, which is not the case for historical populations (e.g., before 1950), for which the original model was claimed. This problem was first recognized and thoroughly discussed by Gavrilov and Gavrilova (1991) (see also Golubev (2004 Golubev ( , 2009 
What 'drives' the SM correlation?
In this section, we will focus on the changes in , which, according to (7), 'drive' the SM correlation (i.e., the larger corresponds to the smaller ). Recall that V describes the biological 'properties' of organisms (initial resource or resistance), whereas is the mean demand for energy under stress.
is a constant and is a variable for different populations. It follows from equations (5) and (9) that the model predicts the maximum age of t for all values of . Therefore, populations with larger values of resources will obviously have a more rectangularized survival curve than those with smaller values, as the younger ages will benefit more from the increase in V than the older ages. We can also expect (for developed countries) that should increase with chronological time. However, as in the latter case can be considered as a genetic parameter, its changes are not likely to be substantial in the course of 50 years or so. is variable. This assumption can make sense, as, due to the better environment and health care (see later), the amount of energy that is needed for an organism living in a developed country to overcome a stress event decreases with time. It can be seen as a kind of a time-dependent shield-or, alternatively, an as additional supply of energy via medication, etc.-which is obviously improving with time. It should be noted that a similar concept of 'protection' was used by Yashin et al. (2001) (see also Golubev, 2009 ) in a slightly different context. As in the first case, the decrease in also leads to the rectangularization of the corresponding survival curves. Finally, when both V and are 'improving', is increasing and the conclusions are the same.
The described patterns were probably the main driving forces for the rectangularization of survival curves for the developed countries in the first half of the 20 th century: i.e., the better environment led to reasonable improvements in health care without seriously affecting the oldest old, as more advanced health care was needed to 'save' a noticeable number of very elderly lives (see Section 5). As was discussed above, K and in the original model are constants. The departure from the rectangularization pattern observed in the developed countries in the second half of the 20 th century suggests that this assumption is wrong, and that the corresponding quantities could vary (Yashin et al. 2001) . In Section 5, we will consider another model, which is somewhat related to changes in B K .
The Strehler-Mildvan model and mortality deceleration
It is well known that the Gompertz law has its limits, and that a more plausible model for the oldest-old mortality would account for the observed mortality deceleration at old ages.
Assume that our population is heterogeneous and that its force of mortality is described by the multiplicative gamma-Gompertz frailty model (Beard 1959; Vaupel et al. 1979) . For simplicity of comparison-and, indeed, without loss of generality-let the mean of the frailty parameter equal 1, which means that the scale parameter of the corresponding gamma distribution is equal to the shape parameter, i.e., β α = . Then the following form of the population force of mortality can be easily obtained when the baseline force of mortality is given by (1):
where
1 When , which should correspond to human ages less than 100 years, the right-hand side of (10) tends toward the Gompertz model (1). On the other hand, when
, as the weakest populations are dying out first, ) (t μ tends to the constant , which models the deceleration of mortality at old ages and the corresponding mortality plateau. Analyzing the oldest-old mortality, Gampe (2010) showed that human mortality after the age of 105-110 levels off at the value corresponding to the approximately 50% annual probability of death. The fixed frailty models have been intensively investigated in the literature (see Finkelstein and Esaulova (2006) , Missov and Finkelstein (2011) and Steinsaltz and Wachter (2006) (and references therein) for a general asymptotic theory of mortality deceleration and plateaus). It should be noted that there are other probabilistic models that can produce mortality plateaus-e.g., models based on the first passage times for the Wiener process with drift (Anderson 2000; Li and Anderson 2009 )-but that these models are not of the Gompertz type for a finite amount of time, which is a prerequisite for inclusion in our paper. It is also worth mentioning that there are biological explanations for mortality plateaus (Mueller and Rose 1996) .
C a /
In view of our reasoning in this section, the following question arises: What would happen, if, within the framework of the Srtehler-Mildvan model, instead of using (1), we considered the more realistic relation of (10)? To test this out, let us substitute in equation (4) Thus,
This equation is obviously less appealing than the linear decreasing function (5), but for the age span in which the Gompertz law holds, it reduces to V . However, for oldest-old mortality,
which means that vitality initially decreases linearly in accordance with (5), and then asymptotically approaches (monotonically decreasing) level V . This corresponds to a C a / a / the asymptotic mortality plateau, which, as follows from (10), has the value of . Therefore, in accordance with (4), the probability of dying at an advanced age under each stress is a time-independent (asymptotically) constant , which also makes sense as the consequence of the corresponding mortality plateau. A similar approach can be found in Arbeev et al. (2005) , where the cancer incidence rates were modeled by the modified SM model. The authors used the exponentially decreasing (instead of the linear decreasing of the original SM model) vitality for the homogeneous case, and then incorporated the corresponding baseline incidence rate functions into the gamma-frailty model. The approach of this section is slightly different. Moreover, our main interest is in the shape of the resulting vitality, and, specifically, in its asymptotic plateau.
KC
Obviously, the correlation (8) formally holds for the age span in which the Gompertz law holds, but the end-of life-point is now out of the picture (indeed, the SM model has been heavily criticized because of this interpretation). Therefore, based on the gamma-Gompertz generalization of the Gompertz model, we have presented a useful modification of the SM model that partially addresses some of the criticisms of the model. It should be noted that Golubev (2009) has developed an interesting generalization of the SM model by partitioning the organisms' resources (vitality) between stress resistance and protection from parametobolic damage.
5. An alternative approach: Lifesaving ⇒ proportional hazards As was noted above, the situation changed in the second half of the previous century, as a departure from rectangularization, accompanied by shifts in the corresponding survival functions (due to shifts in mortality rates), were observed (e.g., as in the Bongaarts and Feeney (2002) Gompertz-shift model) . This also indicates that the SM correlation is not a universal law, as many authors believed. Yashin et al. (2001) confirmed the validity of these observations, and provided a useful discussion of the possible causes for these changes, focusing mainly on revising the original SM model and generalizing it to the case in which K and (or) are not constants. B The explanation of the changed patterns of survival is, however, a departure from the original SM model and a consideration of the vitality-independent approach. It is based on the concept of lifesaving: i.e., that the environment not only supplies additional energy under stress, but, due to crucial advances in health care in recent decades, saves lives that previously would have been lost. The stochastic 'lifesaving model' (with a discussion of the necessary assumptions) was developed in Finkelstein (2005 Finkelstein ( , 2008 . It should be noted that Vaupel and Yashin (1987) assumed there was a finite number of lifesavings, whereas we were dealing with a random number of these events. ) (t Consider a lifetime with the (baseline) force of mortality μ . Assume that stress, which occurs in accordance with the corresponding lifetime distribution, is fatal with probability , and 'is cured' with probability 1 ) (t p ) (t p − . Note that the vitality of an organism can be still taken into account if we assume that 1 ) (t p − is a decreasing function of age (an exponentially decreasing pattern could be a good candidate). Thus, in accordance with the lifesaving model (Finkelstein 2005) , the initial nonhomogeneous Poisson process of events with rate ) (t μ is terminated (i.e., each event terminates the process with probability and is 'harmless' with probability ) to end up with the distribution of time to termination characterized by the mortality rate
Consider the described general lifesaving model in the demographic context. In accordance with our vitality-free approach, assume now that probability is not age-dependent; i.e.,
. Obviously, the state of an organism (vitality) can 'affect' this probability, but as in the first approximation, we assume that it does not, as today it is mostly defined by the new 'technical' abilities of treatment, e.g., medical conditions that could not be treated before or the performance of operations that were not previously possible. Note that health conditions leading to death (without lifesaving) obviously occur in accordance with the baseline, increasing with age
μ . However, our assumption means that the proportion of conditions that can be now cured does not depend on age, as with the first approximation. Therefore, the resulting force of mortality ) (t pμ follows the proportional hazard (PH) model. Let (1) define the baseline force of mortality for a developed country at, e.g., time . Then it can be modified for time to τ . Thus, the environment, due to lifesaving, 'decreases only parameter ', without affecting the slope of the logarithmic mortality rate b . This perfectly complies with the Gompertz shift model of Bongaarts and Feeney (2002) and with other experimental studies. It can also explain the change in the rectangularization pattern to shifts in the corresponding survival curves for developed countries in recent decades. Note that the assumption of the underlying Gompertz law is essential for the described change in the pattern, which is easily seen from (11) ) creates shifts in age for the baseline mortality rate. It is also worth mentioning that, although the method of 'constructing' ) (t the resulting mortality rate in the SM model, which is captured by equation (3), formally resembles our lifesaving approach, the difference lies in the fact that the corresponding probabilities are 'applied' to each stress event in the former case, and to events occurring in accordance with the non-homogeneous Poisson process with rate μ in the latter.
As we mentioned above, in reality is likely to be a (slowly) increasing function. The larger values of (for all values of ) (t p ) (t p t ) obviously correspond to the more rectangularized survival function. With health care advances, this effect is likely to decrease in chronological time, which can be considered as another possible explanation for the departures from the rectangularization pattern.
Discussion
Every model is useful to the extent that it explains real phenomena. For several decades, the SM correlation was believed to be a kind of a universal demographic law valid for both period and cohort mortality data. However, the mortality data of recent decades exhibit departures from this pattern, which means that the law either needs modifications, or that it should no longer be considered a useful tool for analyzing contemporary mortality data.
We started our discussion by revisiting the foundations of the SM model, and stating that the original Assumption 3 holds only for the Poisson process of stresses. It follows from the theory of stochastic point processes that the rate K alone does not completely define the point process (this is true only for the Poisson process). The fact that the SM correlation was consistent with the mortality data for several decades implicitly shows that the process of shocks (demands) can be well-approximated by the corresponding Poisson process. We also acknowledge that the unjustified original Assumption 1 actually implants the desired exponentiality into the model. However, in spite of all of these stated deficiencies, the model was effective for a number of decades.
In addition to discussing the assumptions and limitations of the original SM model, we have suggested some modifications and new approaches that can account for the changing pattern of mortality data, and, specifically, for oldest-old mortality. In reality, we are performing a very simple operation: instead of equating the Gompertz mortality 
Ke
, and arriving at the linear , as in the original SM model; we are equating to
, the mortality rate (logistic) that results from the gamma-
Gompertz frailty model. In this way, we gain some useful properties (e.g., the shape of , which is of the main interest here), and obviously lose the simplicity of the original model. It should be noted that we do not assume from the beginning that 1 ( ) (
and then obtain a and b for the resulting as functions of parameters involved, which is usually done for the sake of statistical inference. Therefore, we suggest a possible approach to understanding the shape of the resulting mortality plateau that also eliminates the 'end-of-life point'. This definitely merits further study and statistical analysis. Thus, at this stage, our approach remains rather formal, and is limited to pointing out one of the possible ways of dealing with the shortcomings of the SM model. bt ae ) (t Another possible approach for dealing with heterogeneity in the context of mortality modeling can be found in Anderson et al. (2008) , in which the authors presented an analytical model for the average vitality trajectory that begins by linearly decreasing and asymptotically approaching a zero-vitality boundary. Although the corresponding equation for the average is complex, it can, in principle, be used in a manner similar to our model in Section 5, but by assuming this shape from the beginning. As V initially decreases linearly, the Gompertz mortality curve shape also holds initially, but then, as vanishes at the infinity, we do not arrive at the plateau. Moreover, this is an example of an approach that considers the changing (or evolving) heterogeneity (Li and Anderson 2009 ), whereas our approach deals with the fixed frailty. Heterogeneity in the latter case is modeled by the multiplicative (proportional hazards) model, where the fixed frailty parameter 'acts directly on the mortality rate'. It should be noted that mortality plateaus can also result in the vitalitybased models with evolving heterogeneity. However, this happens when individual aging (i.e., the vitality trajectories) is modeled by the corresponding Wiener process with positive drift, and death occurs when the given vitality boundary is reached for the first time.
A recent paper by Zheng, Yang, and Land (2011) also addressed heterogeneity in the context of the SM model. It contains impressive statistical information on mortality rates for different countries and periods of time. The heterogeneity in lifetimes considered in that empirical study was due to the randomness in the SM parameters, whereas we analyzed the shape of the mortality rate from the modeling point of view.
Most probably, a better fit to mortality data could be obtained by using the combination of the SM model with the vitality-independent approach suggested in the current paper. This 'mixture' may constitute a topic for future research.
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